The HERP Project Puppet Presentation
Welcome

Characters:
Narrator wearing the frog hat

Narrator:

Hello everyone, welcome to The HERP Project Puppet Presentation. We hope you will enjoy our presentation that will include stories, jokes and even a song or two from some of your favorite herp friends. Herp is just another word for amphibian and reptile.

[If continuing to Frog and Toad Jokes and Stories the Narrator should be interrupted by Toad. Narrator remains in place for first part of Frog and Toad Jokes and Stories.]

[If continuing to Carolina’s Story the Narrator should stay in place and be prepared to enter into the conversation with Carolina]

[If continuing to Pop Up Joke, narrator steps away after the welcome unless he/she is part of the first joke]

[If continuing to Snakes are Born this Way, narrator steps away]